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X-ray mobile system 

Raybow XE

See
Telescopic column provides complete visibility when driving 
and oustanding accessibility to any area, with no efforts.

Power
Constant potential HV generator in a monobloc, power                          
ranging from 20 to 50 kW for shorter exposure times and     
greater  accuracy and consistency.

Reach
Thanks to the revolutionary motor assistance, Raybow XE can 
be moved effortlessly to reach any point-of-care.

Grab&Go
New capacitive handlebar for immediate and safe response, 
Just grab the handlebar and Raybow XE is ready to go.

No limits
Incredibly long-lasting batteries, for unparalleled covered         
distance (up to 25 km)

Raybow XE provides state-of-the-art technology and innovation.
Design has been centered from the start on User and Patient   
needs, delivering   great improvements in power, reliability, image 
quality and ergonomics.



Extended accessibility

Thanks to the collapsible column, the telescopic arm, 
and wide rotation, Raybow XE grants complete reach 
to any position.

Rotation around arm axis Rotation orthogonal to arm axis

Collimator rotation

Raybow XE

Omnidirectional movements

 



Storage capacity for  3 detectors and 2 
batteries at the front.

Raybow XE is the cutting-edge of the digital Radiographic Mobile Systems 
to transform delivered care.

• Telescopic collapsible column provides complete visibility during driving 
and easy access to any area. 

• The effortless manoeuvrability and positioning for a faster and optimized 
workflow.

• The most innovative technology used in the High Frequency X-ray                      
generator gives a high constant output power.

• Perfect diagnostic quality is granted  by the high-end wireless detectors 
and imaging software.

Point-of-care imaging, redefined

Raybow  XE

Automatic detector charging bay.

Led strip with changing colors to show 
the state of the system.

Separate sets of batteries, one for   
motors and one for exposures. 



Extend your choice

 
Raybow XE is available also in a simpler version, granting 
same high standard and allowing tailored-made solutions 
for every needs.

Raybow XE



Anytime, Anywhere

Raybow XE

Global Support
Primax International provide technical support for its products 
throughout their useful life, wherever they may be used.

Remote Support
Modularity is native to the Raybow XE, making remote support 
as easy as can be, whether you need to perform efficiency tests, 
software upgrades or maintenance.

Local Support
Technical triainig courses are regulary provided in the facilities of 
the group. They enable service engineers to install and service our 
range of equipment.



Via Alessandro Volta, 10 
24060 Torre de Roveri ITALY

+39 035 4500002 
sales@primaxint.com 
primaxint.com
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